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By using the Stein factorization of a map from a closed oriented m-manifold into the plane, 
whose only allowed singularities are fold points of extremal index, we obtain a slight generalization 
of the results of Burlet and de Rham, which was done in the case m = 3. 
Our main purpose is to study special generic maps (cf. [2]) from a closed oriented 
m-manifold into the plane, by using the Stein factorization of the map (cf. [ 113). 
In this case-when fold points of maximal index are the only allowed singularities- 
the induced space M$ is a compact oriented surface, whose boundary components 
are in k-l correspondence with the components of the singular set of the map. 
We firstly introduce the principal objects: Special generic maps and the Stein 
factorization and give some results and properties which are related to these concepts; 
then, we obtain similar results to [2] for higher dimensions of M and, finally, we 
give an application. 
enerlc lane am elr Stein 
Let M be a closed, smooth (C”) m-dimensional manifold. A smooth 
(C”) map $: M + R2 is generic if near each singular point la in M there exist local 
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coordinates (u, x, y,, y2, . . l , Y,_~) and ( U, Y), centered at P and f(P) respectively, 
such that f is given by the following normal forms: 
(I) (u,x,Yl,Y2,...,Y~-*)~(~,~*+c, m-2 y:)-fold, definite fold or So point; 
(II) b,&Y,,Y2,*..9 y,,,_*) + (u, x2 - Ct y: + C,“;: y&saddle, indefinite fold or 
S, point, for OCA <on-2; 
(III) ~~,~,Y,,Y2,...,Y*-2~T*~~,f~~f~3 - Ct yf + CTLf yT)-cusp or V point, 
definite or indefinite according to h E (0, m - 2) or 0 < A < m - 2 respectively. 
.2. Such a map is called special generic if its only singularities are definite 
fold points. 
air .3. (i) S(f) denotes the singular set off, So(f), S,(f) and V(f) denote 
the set of singular points of type (I), (II) and (III), respectively. 
(ii) S(f) is a l-dimensional submanifold of M-a finite disjoint union of embed- 
ded circles in M; So(f) and S,(f) are open subsets of S(f) which are circles or 
open arcs with cusp points in their extremities. 
(iii) V(f) is a finite set of points. 
1.4. A map f is stable if and only if it is generic and the following global 
conditions are also satisfied: 
(G,) f -‘(f(P))n )={P} for each PE V(f). 
632) f ((S(f )- s is an immersion with normal crossings. 
Letf:M+R* be eric map. It induces on M an equivalence relation which 
identifies points in the same connected component of its fibre, that is: 
P - P’ if and only if f (P) = f (P’) = Q and P, P’ belong totlthe same connected 
component off-‘(Q). 
This equivalence ation naturally defines a quotient space Wr and the quotient 
map qr: M + WY in es a map f ‘: \I$ + lR2 such that the following diagram com- 
mutes: 
oith Such a decomposition is called the Stein factorization off: Wf itself 
is also called-the Stein factorization of J 
emar .6. (i) We sometimes omit the subscript f in the notations. 
(ii) It follows from the global stability conditions that: If P is a singularity, then 
q%(P)) n S(f) h as at most two points P, P’. On the other hand, from the local 
normal forms, P and P’ are necessarily S1 singularities. 
(iii) A singularity is simple or nonsimple according to q-‘( q( P)) n S(f) = {P} 
or {P, B’}. 
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3. The quotient map q : + Wf is an open map. 
From the local normal forms (II), (III) and since f 1 M - S(f) is a submersion, 
it follows that f 1 M -So is open. Since MI, has the quotient topology, it is enough 
to show that q-‘(q( U)) is an open set in M, for any given open set U in A4, which 
we rrlay assume to be connected, w.1.g. Cl 
l w,- s(S(f )) is a smooth surface, without boundary (noncompact) 
and f '1 W, - q(S( f )) is an immersion. 
Itisenoughtoshowthatf’l W-q(S(f)) is a local homeomorphism, which 
induces the smooth surface structure in W, - q(S(f )). 0 
.9. For each Q E f (M) c R2 there exists a rectangular neighbourhood 
I x J of Q, such that the composition g = p of f -‘( I x J) L* I x J s I is a trivial 
fibration, where I is an open interval, J is a closed interval and p is the projection. 
roof. If Q is a regular value off, one can just take a rectangular neighbourhood 
P x J of Q contained in the set of the regular values of$ If Q is a critical vaiue of 
f; then by taking a segment Jo centered at Q and transverse to f; we can construct 
I x J = (-E, e) x J, with Jo = (0) and E small enough such that JI = {t} x J is transverse 
to f for each t E I and also that: 
Then the theorem of Ehresmann [4] can be used to prove that this construction 
provides the desired neighbourhood. Cl 
For each Q E f (M), there exist a rectangular neighbourhood I x J 
of Q and a difleomorphism + : I x T + f -‘(I x J), such that the composition: 
f+:IxT+IxJ; (t,x)+(t,h,(x)) 
defines, for each t, a Morse function h, : T + J, except if @( I x T) contains a cusp point 
off Moreover, T is an (m - 1 )-dimensional compact manifold with bounda y whose 
connected components are transverse manifolds to f, at points in the same connected 
component off-‘(Q). 
roof. It follows from Proposition 1.9 and from the local normal forms of J Cl 
1.11. Let W,, be a connected component of W- q(S( f )). Then the space 
a bundle over WO, with bundle projection go = q 1 q-‘( Wo) and such that: 
(i) The fibre is a closed, connected (m -2)-dimensional manifold and it is also 
oriented if is assumed to be oriented. 
(ii) If the closure of q-‘( Wo) in M contains definite fold points, then the fibre is an 
( m - 2) -sphere. 
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roof. (i; follows again from the theorem of Ehresmann [4] and from Proposition 
1.10 and (ii) follows from the local form (I). 0 
We finish this section by stating some results about the local structure of the 
induced space W, in particular cases: 
eore .I2 [9]. Let f be a stable map from a closed, oriented 3-manifold M into 
the plane. Then, the induced space W, of the Stein factorization off has the local 
conftgurations as statea in Fig. 1, where the heavy lines represent the image via qf of 
singular arcs and the numbers represent the number of connected components of the 
fibre off: 
y = q(P) 
q-l(Y) n S(f) = d 
P = reguhr point 
P = cusp point 
y = q(P) 
P e so 
I I 
Y = q(P) 
P e sj 
simple singularity 
Y=q(P) =q(P') P , P' are 
St non-simple singular points 
Fig. 1. 
1.13 [6]. Let f be a stable map from a closed, oriented 4-manifold M into 
the plane. Then, the induced space W, of the Stein factorization off has the local 
structure as stated in Fig. 2, where the heavy lines stand for the qfimage of singtdar 
arcs and the symbol gi represents the genus of the respective connected component of 
the jibre. 
The following theorems are slightly modified versions of results stated by BL. : 
and de Rham [2]: 
2.1. Let M be a closed m-manifold, m 3 3, and let f: M + R2 be a special 
generic map such that Ws is its Stein factorization. Then is a smooth compact 
-A- 
J Y = q(P) 
P 6 SD 
q"(Y) n S(f) = ld 
P = regular point 
Y = q(P) 
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-B- -c- 
45 
P = definite 
cusp point 
\ 
Y = q(Pjl 
P e s, 
simple singularity 
-D- 
P = indefinite 
cusp point 
-E - 
+4, A 
Y = q(P) = q(P') 
P, P' are 
A/ 
S, non-simple \ 
singular 
points 
Fig. 2. 
oriented surface whose boundary a Wr is difleomorphic to the singular set off = S( f ) = 
So( f ). Moreover, there exists an (m -2)-sphere bundle M’ over Wr such that M can 
be obtained from M’ by identifying all points in the same fibre over a point of a Wp 
Finally, if p : M ‘+ W, is the bundle projection and qf : M + Wf is the projection which 
is induced by f then q’: M’ + M can be taken such that p = qf 0 qt. 
The proof goes similarly to that of [2, Theorem III], which enable us to get 
the structure of a surface with boundary of and also the induced immersion 
f'r + IF&' such that f’ 0 qf = f; hence, is oriented. Cl 
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2.2. (i) If M is oriented and m = 3,4, 5 or 7, such a bundle M’ is uniquely 
associated. 
(ii) Again under orientability assumption, if S is a connected component of S(f), 
then q’-‘(S) = p-‘(qf(S)) is an Sm-*- bundle over S (or 4r(S)); since nO(Diff+(Sk)) 
(orientation preserving diiTeomorphisms) is trivial for k = 1,2,3 or 5 [3], this sphere 
bundle is trivial in this case. 
Now, let us assume that W is a compact surface with boundary, M’ is an 
(m - 2)-sphere bundle over W, m - Z= 3, and cy : W + lR* is an immersion; let M be 
the space obtained from M’ by collapsing to a point each fibre of a&f’; let p : M’+ W 
and q : M’ + A4 be the natural projections. Then: 
2.3. Under the above hypotheses, one can give to M a smooth manifold 
structure such that: If q : M + W is the projection which is induced by the fibration, 
then (Y 0 q is a special generic map. 
Proof. Once again this follows as in [2, Theorem III], with natural adaptations that 
a higher dimension of A4 imposes. Cl 
The next theorem shows that if M is the source of a special generic map, then 
fll( M) is a free group. 
If M is a closed m-dimensional mantfold, m 2 3, which is domain of a 
special generic map f : M + lR*, then wl( M) is isomorphic to T~( W-). 
roof. This is done for the case m > 3, which is easier than for m = 3 [2, Theorem 
II]. Wf is an oriented surface with boundary and the quotient map q takes M - S(f) 
onto interior of W,, as projection of a locally trivial fibration whose fibre F is 
diffeomorphic to an (m - 2) -sphere. Let Q be a base point in M - S(f) and observe 
the following exact sequence of fibrations: 
i* 
o+ fll(K 0) + pl(M - S(f ), Q) 5 n,(interior( W,), q(Q)) + 0. 
Since T~( F, Q) = rrl(Sm-*, Q) = 0, m > 3, it follows that n,(M -S(f), Q) = 
?r,(inte:ior( W), q(Q)). 
The inclusion j : M - S(f) + M induces a homomorphism j* : w,( M - S( f ), Q) + 
fl~( M, Q) which is an isomorphism since the codimension of S(f) > 2; consequently, 
rrl(M 0) = 4 W,, q(Q)). •I 
2.5. If r denotes the rank of the fundamental group of the source manifold 
of a special generic map, the last theorem implies that r = 2g + b - 1, where g and 
b are respectively the genus of Wf and the number of components of 8 W,. 
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Next, our aim is to classify the source manifold through t = rank( It,( M)). 
If Y = 0 and m 2 3, then M is homeomorphic toS”. 
roof. Let q bc the quotient map q : M + W, h : W + D be a diffeomorphism between 
W and the standard disk D and let p : D + II8 be the “height function”. 
Since k = p 0 h 0 q is Morse and it has only two critical points, it follows that M 
is homeomorphic to S” and that it is the unique closed m-dimensional manifold 
which is domain of such a map. Cl 
2.7. (i) For any m 2 3, there is a special generic map f from the standard 
sphere S” into R2: It is enough to project it in the first two coordinates. 
(ii) A special generic map f from any homotopy sphere SC” into I@* is obtained 
by using the above map f: S”’ + R2 which has a single component S of its singular 
set. It is done by taking off a small disc D” of S”, far from S, then gluing another 
disc ,!ia an element h of Diff+(S”-‘)-which of course is not isotopic to the 
identity-and that corresponds to the exotic structure of 2:“. The map j coincides 
with f on S” - D” and it is finally obtained by using a homeomorphism H of the 
m-disc which extends the diffeomorphism h. As a matter of fact, M is a diffeomorph- 
ism from the m-disc-whose differentiable structure is got by pulling back the 
standard one, via H-to D” (cf. [ 121). So, S(i) = S(f). 
(iii) In particular, if m =3, 4, 5 or 6, then Proposition 2.6 states that M is 
diffeomorphic to Sm. 
roposition 2. If r = 1, then M is a homotopy (m - 1) -sphere bundle over S’. 
Proof. In this case, 5V is an annulus S’ x I and for each 8 E S’, q-*0? x I) is an 
(m - l)-sphere, as domain of a Morse function with only two critical points. Thus, 
M is an (m - l)-sphere bundle over S’. El 
2.9. (i) Pt is possible to construct a special generic map f from S’ x Sm-’ 
into R2 with, of course, two components of its singular set: Let 
Sm-‘={z=(X,,x*,... , xm-, , z): Inl= i} 
I x sm-’ 
and S’ x S”-’ = , k 
where - naturally identifies (0) x Sm-’ and (1) x Sm-’ by (0, xl,. . . , xm-, , z) = 
tlpx xm-1, l,“‘, z); let us define 4 : I x S”-’ + R* by 
k&,X*,**9 xm_‘, z)c*(l+ z) - (cos 27t, sin 27Ft), 
which respects the above identificaton. So, (b induces on S’ x Sm-’ a special generic 
mapf:S’xS”-‘+R2. 
S(f)isgivenbyx,=~~~=x,_,=0,z’==~, t E I. Its image is two concentric circles 
of radii f and 1, respectively; f(S’ x Sm-.‘) = @j( I x S’“-‘) is the annulus which is 
bounded by those circles. 
(ii) Now let S,“-’ be an (m - I)-sphere bundle over S’, where S?-’ is the 
“mapping torus” of the (m - I)-sphere that corresponds to h E Diff+(S”-‘) (cf. [I]). 
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According to Browder [1, Lemma 11, S,“-’ = S’ x S”-‘#& where C E Z” corre- 
sponds to the class of h [l]. Then, similarly as in Remark 2.7(ii), by taking off a 
small disc, far from S(f), it is possible to construct aspecial generic map $: S$-’ + 
R2, such that S(f) = S(f). 
(iii) If M is oriented and m = 3, 4 or 6, then Proposition 2.8 states particularly 
that M is diffeomorphic to S’ x S”-’ since in these dimensions, ?rO(Diff+(Sm-‘)) is 
trivial and consequently the (m - l)-sphere bundle over S’ is trivial. 
The next proposition will be proved in the special case where M is oriented and 
m = 3,4 or 6 since in these cases, some details must be carefully observed in order 
to get particular esults. 
If M is oriented, 8 > 1 and m = 3,4 or 6, then M is a connected sum 
of r copies o&f S’ x Sm-‘, up to difleomorphisms. 
roof. We argue as in [2]: W = q(M) can be obtained from a surface W0 such that 
ro=rank(?r,( W,))=r-1=2g0+b0- 1, by gluing a handle B = L x I, where Z = [0, I] 
and L x (01, L x { 1) are arcs which can be identified to arcs Lo, L’ in d W0 respectively. 
Now let M’ be an oriented Smw2 -bundle over W = WOu B, with projection 
p : M’+ W. Then, p-‘( WO) and p-‘(B) are subbundles of M’ which are denoted by 
M& and B’. The quotient map q& which collapses to a point each fibre over a W0 
induces in MO = q&(Mh) a smooth manifold structure such that M0 admits a special 
generic map fo: MO + R2 and W0 is induced by f. ; q. : MO + W. is the projection 
which is induced by fo. Let ‘yc and y’ be two arcs in W. such that they together 
with Lo and L’ respectively, bound two regions Do and D’ , homeomorphic todisks. 
Let Woo be the, closure of WC- ( Dou 0,). Then qG’( Woo) is homeomorphic to 
q-‘( W,); also qo’(Do) and q~‘(D,) are homeomorphic to m-dimensional disks D& 
and 0:. Let y be an arc in MO, joining D& and 0;. For a tubular neighbourhood 
T of y, D&J Tu Di is a subspace of MO, homeomorphic to a disk D”. On the 
other hand, q-‘(B) is homeomorphic toSm-’ x Z and its boundary, q-‘( Lo) u q-‘( L’) 
is the union of two (m - I)-spheres that can be joined by an arc y’. The union of 
S m-1~ Z with Dm-’ x y’ is homeomorphic to Sm-’ x S’ minus the interior of a 
disk-in the oriented case. Then: 
or s Mo#Sm-’ x S’. In other words, we have #Sm-’ x S’, up to homeo-. 
morphism. Since rt,( Diff+( S”-‘)) is trivial, the result follows up to diffeomorphism. 
(See Fig. 3.) Cl 
A slightly modified version of Proposition 2.10, together with Propositions 2.6 
and 2.8 give us the following: 
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Fig. 3. 
map, then: 
is a closed m-manifold, m 2 3, which is domain of a special generic 
(i) M is a homotopy m-sphere (if r = 0), or 
(ii) M is a homotopy (m - 1 )-sphere bundle ouer S’ (if r = 1 ), or 
(iii) M is a connected sum of r copies of such homotopy (m - 1 )-sphere bundles (if 
r> 1). 
2.12. To get similar results as in [2], one has to know the different classes 
of differentiable structures for the case r = 1 and also if the connected sum of r 
homotopy (m - l)-sphere bundles is diffeomorphic to the connected sum of (r - 1) 
trivial Sm-! bundles over S’, together with just one homotopy (m - I)-sphere bundle 
over 9. 
3. Applications 
A classification of special generic maps in terms of regular equivalence. 
Two special generic mapsf, g : M + R2 are equivalent (f w g)-according to [2]-if 
there exist diffeomorphisms H : M + M and h : W, + W,, such that the following 
diagram commutes: 
Now, given a compact, bounded surfar;e W, two immersions f ‘, g’: W+ R2 are 
regularly homotopic if there exists a smooth homotopy (Y : W x I + R2, such that: 
(i)ar(w,0)=ar0(w)=~(w);(ii)cu(w,1)=cu,(w)=g’(w)Vw~ Wand(iii)cr,: W+lR’ 
is an immersion Vt E I, where a,(w) = cu( w, t). 
l%e above relations suggest hat we define another equivalence relation in the set 
of special generic maps from a fixed closed manifold A4 into R2, SG(M, R2): f and 
g E SG( M, R2) are regularly equivalent (f z g) iff f w g (that is, f and g are equivalent 
according to [ 2) and the induced immersions from W, into lR2 are regularly homotopic 
(f ‘=g’o h)). 
Besides the geometric interpretation which is naturally associated and the possibil- 
ity of getting a refinement of the classification of special generic maps given by [2], 
we can also prove that: 
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Let M be a closed, m-dimensional manifold. Two special generic maps 
fs g : M + R’ are regularly equivalent if and only if there exists a difleomorphism 
H : M + M and a smooth family fi of special generic maps J : M + R2, t E [O, 13, such 
that 
fo=f and f,=goH. 
pro&. Let us assume that f and g are regularly equivalent special generic maps 
such that f =f’oqJ, g=g’o%, q#O= W$ and q&W= W,. 
There exist diffeomorphisms h : W,+ W, and W : M + M such that g 0 H = 
g’ 0 h 0 qr and f’ is regularly homotopic to g’ 0 h, that is, there exists a regular 
homotopy (Y, between f’ and g’ 0 h. 
Let fi: M 43’ be given by: f(x, t) = ar(q(x), t), for each t E [0, I]. 
One verifies that f(x, t) is a smooth homotopy of special generic maps between 
fo= aOoqS=f’oq,-=f and f,=aloqJ=g’ohoqY=goH. 
Conversely, let f and g be special generic maps and H be a diffeomorphism of 
M such that there is a smooth family of special generic maps f; joining fO = f to 
fi = g 0 H. Since SG( M, IR’) is oFen in C”( M, R2), one can extend it to an interval 
I’= (-&, 1+ E). 
Let F: M x I’-,& be given by F(x, t) = (J(x), t). 
If y^ = (y, t) E lR2 x I’, then F-‘(y^) = f ,?( y) x {t} and its connected component has 
the form S x {t}, where S is a connected component off-‘(y). By factorizing F, we 
obtain the corresponding WF and F’, which makes the diagram commute: 
Moreover, wF =&. W, and F’=U,,,.f: and, for each tE I’: 
is the Stein factorization off;. 
Sincef; : 
structure 
+ R2 is special generic for each t, one can give to WF a digerentiable 
of an m-manifold with boundary (noncompact), whose boundary a W, = 
U,, I’ a W, and F’ becomes an immersion. 
F 1 M x I’ - S(F) is a submersion with compact fibre and it induces on its image 
(which is the interior of Wr) a structure of an m-dimensional open manifold, such 
that the restriction of F’ to this open set is an immersion. 
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On the other hand, Q carries S(F) homeomorphically onto Q( S( F)); it can also 
be proved that Q( S( F)) = d I& is a smooth manifold, that is, the above structure 
extends to WF such that @S(F)) is its boundary. 
Now, the composition 
is a submersion, as well as its 
theorem of Ehresmann [4], 
res$iction to a WF. Moreover, G is proper and by the 
W F + I’ is a trivial fibration. So, there is a diffeomorph- 
ism 4 which makes the diagram commute: 
where pi are the projections. 
Then, F’ 0 4(z, t) =fl( #(z, t), t) which implies that for each t E [0, 11, we can 
define LY, : W. + R*, by 
dz) =f;(#ds t)) =f; 0 4,(z) = ~10 F’ 0 4,(z), 
which is an immersion. 
Moreover, ~y~=fho 4; = f ‘, cul =f: 0 4, and Q! is smooth. 
It is easy to verify that f, = g 0 H implies that fi = (g 0 H)’ = g’ 0 K, where K is a 
diffeomorphism of W = W,,, onto W,. 
We also have the following commutative diagram: 
f 
lR*- 
H g 
M-M- lR* 
Hence, h = K 0 4, is a diffeomorphism from W. = Wf onto W, and the maps f 
and g are equivalent (f - g): 
On the other hand, cu(x, t) is a smooth homotopy between a0 =f’ and (Y~ =fl 0 4, = 
(g’oK)o&=g’oh. 
Therefore, f and g are regularly equivalent (f z g). El 
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3.2. Image homotopy could be used instead of regular homotopy in order 
to define this equivalence between special generic maps and to make use of the 
interesting geometric results of Kauffman [7]. 
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